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CELEBRATE DIVERSITY
44Ml,

UNITY WEEK IS HERE
Monday, February 15th _·
"Race Unity" Art Exhibit
.
by: Mr. Oscar Rojas
Rosenthal Private Dining Room, 11 :00 A.M. to 2:00 P.M.

·. Checkoutsoine celebrities ·
· playingsoftball in Ft. ·
Lauderdale on page 6 .

Flamenco Dancers & Absolute Salsa Rueda: Demonstrations and Lessons
-·~
.
Flight Deck, 8:00 P.M.
~
,
·Interest~d in Love Jen •
pictures? Turn
6

iopage

Tuesday, February 16th
"Face to Face: An interactive diversity discussion with members of the
~
·
NSU Law community" ·
~
~......._,___ · Rosenthal Private Dining Room, 7: 15 P.M.
~......,_,

......

Super_l3owlXXX'Jll was 4':·
B,l./AST:at.t/Je.Fligh(.Pf!ck
..checkout thepidwes ()l'l
page . 7
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Wednesday, Februaury 17th
CommUNITY Fair
Find out about Community and NSU's organizations and win great prizes
Rosenthal Cafeteria, 11 :00 A.M. to 2:00 P.M.
Interfaith Dialogue: A Panel Discussion with 8 Community Religous Leaders
Rosenthal Private Dining Room, 7:00 P.M.
·
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International Dessert Festival
Rosenthal Private Dining Room, 8:30 P.M.

Thursday, February 18th .
Nature's Coffee House Presenting Native American Storytelling ·
The flight Deck, 6:30 P.M. -.
Friday, February 19th
TGIF.World Music Night Featuring NSU "Knight Time" Radio, 88.5 FM
_The Flight Deck, 5:00 P.M. to 9:00 P.M . . _
.
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Saturday, February 20th .
Interviews with."".omen who knew her: Remembering Harriet Tubman
Presented by Thomas E. Boudreau, Ph.D.
Mail! Library~ Ft. Lauderdale, 1:00 P.M. to 3:00 P.M.
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1999 ·Starts
off
Strong
Distinguis_h~d
, · . .. ·
·
Lawyer V1s1ts
at The Fhght Deck · .· Nova

Clubs.and
Organizations
A}pha Phi Omega
· This organization is a national co-ed service
fraternity. Meetings are·on Wednesdays.at-5 p.nt.
in The Flight Deck, second floor of the Rosenthal
Student Center. Please contact Me.redith by e-m~il
at

shapiroril@polaris.nova.ed~

or

apo@polaris,nova.edu for . more _information.
Check otlt our web page at http://www.nova.edu/
-nattj o/apo

Beta Theta Pi
]'his organization is a social fraternity dedicated to the cultivation of the intellect, unsullied
friendship , and unfaltering fidelity. Plus, we are
the coolest! Contact us at beta@polaris.nova.edu
for more ·information. If you ·are a B~ta Alumni;
please see our announcement in Campus Activities & Announcements.
Campus · Entertainment Committee

(CEC)
This c:ommittee i~ a branch of the NSUSGA
dedicated to planning and implementing :campus .
life activities. Meetings are on Sundays at lp.ni •.
in The· Flight Deck . Conta.c t Heather at
gilchristh@aolcom for more informatiom
De_lta Phi Epsilon
This organization is.a national sorority..Contact dpe@polaris. nov.edu for general information,
or Yi;ssenia at go)llezyes@polaris;nova.edu for
more rush ·information.
Health Educations AIOSLiaisoli(HEAL)
Meetings are held Thursdays at 6>p~m, in
The Flight Deck; room 206. C:onuu::t Chris
Castellano at (954) 3 8i~9995
.

'

.OT<Kai

Thorup .at
.

kai@thorup.com for more information. Visit our ·.
webpage at: http://www,thorup.com/HEALI
healindex.html.
Indian Student Association. (ISA) ··
AIL studenis are welcome! >Pli,as:e contact
Rick _at gadhi@polaris.nova.edu for more •informat ion.
lnternational.MuslimAssoclation

at NSU

(I.M:A.N~) .
The purpose ofl.M'.AJ•,t i~·to educate oth 0

,ers about falam. Anyone i$ac;cepted!Ci:iotactRab1a
at halimrab@polaris.nova.edu

for inore·informa~

tion.
Inter-Organizational Council{IOC) .
Meetings are held every ·other MoJiday· at
6:00 p.m. in TheflightDeck's greenroom: These
meetings are open to _all students. Contact Ericka!
torreser@f:,6laiis".no~a.edu for more information.
Jntervarsi_ty Cl,ristian•Felfowship
(IVC):for Graduates ·
Meetings are held Thursdays at 9 p.m,Any-

"--)·
(
.\

one interested should co_ntact Kayla at26:2-6598 ..
see.CWJJSori next page .

·
·
by Frank Majnerich
, The following week turned .The
Assistant Director
Deck
into a shadowy, dark lit room
for the Student Union
.
for the Poetry Readings of Campbell
January is gone, but The Deck is McGrath, hosted by Writer's Bloc.
still celebrating the New Year. Our This new addition to our regular pro-.
first TGIF on the 81h was slow and · grams creates close and personal inuneventful as we were all recover- teractions with poets as well as exing from the holidays. The follow- periencing their work as it was meant
ing week we kicked off Buck Bingo to be heard. _ McGrath's works inand started the weekend .with eluded subject matter about Jimmy
"Flight"ionary, The Deck's version Buffett and Cabbage Key, nightlife
of. Pictionary. Over 100 students in South Beach, and betting on
enJo~e~ the drawing antic_s of teams -horses at the track. Over 40 people
cons1stmg of _employees, graduate attended. Some even traveled from
students and undergraduates.
the University ofMiami and Florida
The team of Mike Gabel, Valerie · International University.
Swanson, Chad, ·and Megan
The . week concluded . with
Conneely took first place with 54 Karaoke Night. Over 100 students
points in a complicated point system. gave it their best shot singing such
It came down to the final round and · favorites as "I'm Too Sexy," "Nothey needed two of the three words vember Raint "Supernova," and "I
relating to NSU. Alyson Dion and Got You Babe." Karaoke Nights
her brilliant team of Jennifer have become a regular in our
Whitesel, Angel Sanchez, and Tomer monthly activities that is well atHanina (the 1998 Orientation Squad) tended. The older generation sang
came in close second with 52 points. The Doors, while the younger genTara Bowman and her team of erations sang Pearl Jam. There were
Denise . Ventimiglia,
Adam solos, duets, and event group songs.
Weisholtz, and Ann-Marie Giri fin- You could see people singing with
ished third. Each team received their friends from the tables. MeanNova Buck, redeemable for goods while, other students watched the
and services provided by the Office · words as they ran across the televiof Student Life.
·.
T'HE F'LIGHT
· see
onpage 5
, ,

by Kyle B. Washburn
Associate.Editor

. <?n Friday, January 29, I had the
pnv1lege of meeting Charles B.
Rosenber~. He is a share.holder in
the .law furn of Heller, E!_lrmari,
White, & McAuliffe. The focus of
his practice is complex business litigati~n. This includes media and entertamment law. He served as legal
consultant to The Paper Chase and
LA Law. He was the legal consultant to LA Law ~uring its entire,eight
y~ar run. Dunng the _O.J. Simpson
tnal, he served as an on-air commentator for E! Entertainment Television
and for CBS Radio News.
The focus of his speech was the
effe~ts of media on law and the im1:1-ediate effect media has on the pubhe. He stated that in the future all
tr:i~ls would be broadcasted on tele~1s1on . . He thought it was a good .
idea. Mr. Rosenberg felt the public
shou~d be made aware of the pro~eedmgs of a court. He ev_en inter)'ected that some even find court
drama entertaining. _ Initially I
t~ought court should be made pub-~Ic, but then I thought of the people
mv~lved in the trials·. Having their
~ffairs made public in front of milhons could wreck ones career and
fam!ly hfe. This would have a dramattceffecton~hepublic'sopinion
.
.
of the law practice.
.
·
··
·
·
Mr. Rosenberg was an excellent
speaker
who captured the audience's
· by Scott "Spanky" Helfrich
attention. He Q1ade some interest- .
Student Life Graduate Assistant for Clubs & Organizations
ing points'although I disagreed with
/
of them. Everyone had their .
many
Criticism can make or break and organization. Yet, it is an important
own
opinions
to discuss at the ·end
part in dealing with difficult situations and trying to change behavior in
of the speech. Mr. Petrich, a proa particular member for the better of the organization. Criticism needs to
fessor of communications here at
be constructive, empathetic, honest, appropriate, andunjudgmental. You
Nova
and ·advisor to the· radio stacan actually make things worse by not confronting a situation! WiJh that _
tion,
had
opposing ideas on the efbeing said, here are:
fects of the media on the public. He
with others expressed the
along
Fifteen Guicfelines for Giving Criticism that Changes Behavior
ideas of Dr, Gerbner. Dr. Gerbner's
research proved the effects of tele1. Give·.the criticism in private ..
vision on ·people. This open forum
2. Make certain that the receiver is paying att"ention and is
at the end of.Mr. Rosenberg's speech
emotionally ready to listen.
proved
to be the most intcresting
J. Wait for the receiver to get over anger, hurt, or confu~ion.
portion of the presentation.
see CLUB on page 9
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. . h1t~tvar~itf Cbdsti11n' Fe~QlVShip .
···. (IVC}'for
trniiergr~cluates
.
.
.
.
.
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Meetings are :lield Tues~~ys iit)2::Jo:

p,m, ·

in The l<lightOeckand Tuesdaysit.8:0~]>;m,·iit
the Gi>odwin•Resiifopceflall•~n:the E11$tl::ounge·

on the 3·~ ·. Floor, Please contactJ1,ssj ca . at
riveraj@poforis ,nova.edu;

or

Justin

at

kuni.vill@polaris.nova.edu•for more·informatioil:
Leadership Devehipine11t C:ortimittee

(Ll>C)
·. This committee is a branch oftheNSUSGA
.·dedicated to creating ;ind impleinentii)g leader~hip
trniningartd oppoiturtities toNSUstudents, .Meet~ ·
ings are hel.d l'hursdays_atS 1>.m/in 1'he::Flight ·
Deck: ContacitAndrea at astalfer@polans.nova~edu
for more infot'rnatkm.
Nova's Advaricenient'fowards .
Understanding aitd Researching the . ·
Enyironment(i':iA'.fURE) ·
The rnission ofthis.organization is to change .
the world one activity, one•ariiinal, one person ata·
.. time. Meetings are held \Veditesd~ys at 5:30 p;m.
in The Flight Deck conference :room , Contact
Angelique at riixonang@polaris.nova.edu for more ·
information . .
Nova Southeastern Undergraduate
Student·Government:
Association (NSUSGA)Senate Meetings are held Suiid~ys in The;: Flight ·
Deck's red room at 2:30
welcome!

Please

p,m ..All students are
contact

Paul · .at

wisniesk@polaris.nova:edu fot more inforrrtatiOiL:
P.ari~African ·studentAssodatiori•(PASA)
.

.

~Meetings are hdd Tu,esdays at 5:lS p:m: in ·
The Flight Deck's green room, Please ..coiltact
Latoya·atwilllat<i@polaris.nova.e1u or Tatnara at .
·sartdstam@polaris.nova.edufor: in ore inforrrta(ion,
Pre~1aW Chapter of Phi Alpha Delta
Law Fraternity (PAD)
This organization is ailationaf co 0 ed law fra·
temhy,

Ir is open to any-:student lit Nova regard,

<lessofhislhennajor. Thenext111eetihgWillbeSiJn··day,·January24~ _1,119,in:Th_e.Flight•peck.at4 .
p,in; •Meetings:are :held •every .p(her Suilday::For.
more information,. pleasi::<coniact Kate . at · travers@polaris,acastnova,edu. .

·. Pbl Sigma Sigma

.. .

.This :orgijni;l)atfon: is :a .n.ati~QaFsori>rity;
·Please contact Erin at mcd~ncri@poh1ris,nova,edu
for iriore·infonnation.

Take Me Out To
The Ball Game
annoyed at having to pay for parking, which I should have seen
coming, I realized that it all went
to charity. We got a decent parkLast Wednesday, as I was scan- ing space and off we went to buy
ning City Link, as is my Wednesday tickets. After a minor miscommucustom, I came across an announce- nication with volunteers as to
ment that changed my life forever. where the ticket booth was loThanks to the Superbowl and the cated, we got our tickets and spent
celebrities .that planned to attend it,
five additional m i n u t e s l - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - there was going to be a benefit soft- trying to figure out how to
ball game at the Old Yankee Stadium - enter the stadium .
in Ft. Lauderdale. The softball game
We finally made
I
--·"~
•
it into the stadium and
bought programs,
which to my surprise
only cost a dollar and
had pictures of all the
participants. This, as
it turned out, was perfect for autographs.
We found our seats
shemism:you.
with no problem and
~~
without the help of a
pitted film and television celebrities, volunteer. Our seats were
• l ls,A,,;t,bl,;,lOO&
·11. 9c
00
. ~, .~;;:':;,och,d .
lfx"1 ~ g
the Hollywood Alic.Star Team, located only 5-rows back
• No ronnec1itrn. c~o,gt
• No monlhly billmg
against Football players, the Football from the Hollywood AllAll-Star Team. Why they decided to Stars' dugout; I was in
ha.ve Football players match soft·f':! '''." "."''
ball skills against celebrities is far
1-')·0,1
~~·;::
past my understanding. It was only
ROMA.NTiC
.__..... f,.I,,"""'
$JO.OO dollars a ticket on the day
of the game and the celebrities
' ,. ·-:::::::---;:-j
sitK·@······i •+h41·--would sign autographs, so I dewe also carry ~@@irr~_at Incredibly Low Prices!
cided to go.
Th~ big day, the Saturday be~~
fore the SuperBowl, finally ar.
~"·
rived and I was pumped. I had a
pen and paper to get all the auto1J1, ~
graphs I could. I was also someJim Breur
what excited to· see the softball
game. ·So, . heaven. So, we sat down
£,,,,_..,_,, Q
,
we (Alyson and watched the Holly- MuKiefe<h
Cell-Tech Grape "'"'
.... $39.99
Dion, Scott wood , team warm-up. ~1~-"~·.................. -.-.-.-.-_.._._ ·_·_·_·_-.,z;_s;·;~
and Maureen Then, out of the comer of
Helfrich, and my eye I saw someone
•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•!~:~
myself) ar- signing autographs. I Power la, Alhletic
rived at the quickly grabbed my pen
;;;er ~r•~'"~·.·.·.· .· .· .·.·. i
. stadium and and program and darted. It YH.S."•
Shoppl...
.
.
.com
had to pay was Jonathan Silverman Opti,nun
100% Whey Protein . . 519_99·
?It' ' n.,-...,1\\wd.,
:_
·
_
,zJ.1;·
;
~
$3.00 dollars ("Single Guy" . and YH3o"* - ·
~Checklowl'ric.,
.. ,Pfl!JOO.
.
•
us
on lhe ltiliremef at
- ->bopp;ng,,oo,,
to
park. "Weekend at Bernie's").
I·
coll us I ·888-lOVE-2-SHOP.
_ rvr:::-izjii · :
.
While I was
·~--.....
see GAME on page 5
somewhat
by Jason M. Gavril
Contributjng Writer
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· CASUAL GO_URMET GRILL & BAR
WWW .GERONIM DSBAR.CO'M

PllBSB POOD -PllBPAllBD
BY CBBP-NAUGBTON· .
BSCARGOT BLEU'.BAGUBTTB.
STIR.FRY FETTUCCINE
r.'

'BABY BACK.RIBS
FRBSH SEAFOOD
. TOP SIRLOIN ·

OPEN FOR LURCH· 11:30 AM TO 5:00 PM MON~ THRU SAT • .
.

~

'

.

,

.

DINNER 5:00 Pl TO 10:00 PM SUN. THRU THURS . . ·... .- -_

TILL 11 :00 PM FRI. & SAT. :_.. ·: .·

LOOK FOR OUR LIVE MAIN LOBSTER SPECIALS
.
.
& '
COMPLETE DINNERS FR.OM $6.95 TO $11.95

I.
I
I
I
I

-FUL.L LIQVOR BAR

_

& THE LARGEST LATE N.IGlfT MENU
IN -, FT .. LAUDERDALE -TII--'L 4 :00 AM .
.

.

· NIGHTLIFE
DRINK SPECIALS, -LIVE .D.J., & DANCING
10:00 PM TILL 4:00 AM 7 OAYS A WEEK
SOUTH UNIVERSITY DRIVE DAVIE, FL sss2s
LOCATED 1 MILE SOUTH OF I-695 IN THE UNIVERSITY PARK PLAZA
3528
.

.

PRONR~ 9.~4-474-999R FAX! 954-474-'7C!~4t
.
.

.

~
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The Flight
Deck in
1999
Fompage2

sion screens. You will not want to
miss our next Karaoke Night on February 26.
Our calendar is full of event to
keep this momentum rolling. February brings more bingo, The Dating Game, WWF, International
Night, and everi more Karaoke!
March promises to be big with special events such.as Irish Plays, our
Annual Possum Queen Contest, and
The Funniest Woman at Nova Contest. April yields the much-awaited
event of the year ... Hollywood
Squares! This year's theme is "A
Knight at the Movies." Don't miss
out on I-Prom and another chance
to sing at Karaoke Night.

Bingo·Mania
.by Frank Majnerich
Assistant Director
for the Student Union
The Flight Deck held their first
Bingo Night on Wednesday, January
. 13, with mixed reviews. There was
the usual bickering amongst the
players, as you would find in any
bingo parlor. Everyone was there for
one thing: Nova Bucks! Accusations ofcheating were slung between
players and Christa Shea Witter, the
best bingo caller in Davie. Games
began promptly at 6:05 p.m. with
controversy already brewing.
Christa, the caller, invited her roommate to play, who is also named
Krista Kepple, but with a "K." Believe me, I am already confused.
This seemed suspicious to all of us.
Then, to make matters worse, an-

--------------------.- -------t
1Q0/o OFF WITH J.HIS COUPON
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CUBAN CUISINE
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4801 S. UNIVERSITY DRIVE
(954) 434-8454

COME AND VISIT US IN THE ATRIUM CENTER
ONE BLO'cK SOUTH OF GRIFFIN ROAD ON UNIVERSITY DRIVE

TRY OUR CUBAN BUFFO ·MONDAY THRO FRIDAY
LU.NCH BUFFET....... : ................ $5.95
ALL YOU CAN EAT FROM 11 :AM-2:30 PM

DINNER BU FFET..... : .. .,~ ........ $9.95
FRipAYTHRU SUNDAY

DINNEll A I.Jl CAll'l'E ltrl'rll OlTEil Li()
'
SEI..Ef~'rlONS
_,

FULL BAR

other roommate team (Andrew
Sacher and Jared Arbour) joined the
battle. Then, two other Flight Deck
employees decided to play, but they
never had a chance of winning.
(Better luck next time, Francisco
Gonzalez and Amy Turner). When
I saw what was happening, .! would
not Wait to get in the middle. of the
mess. The fix was in ..
. Krista won the first two games.
Surprised?? You should not be; the
fix was in. Jared won the third
game, a lucky snag. Krista was not
pleased. The rest of were trying to
keep our eyes on Krista with a "K"
while Jared won the game. So, the
fourth game was about to start and
the game was changed. The fix was
in. Everyone protested, but Christa
with a"C" nut our screamini! to an
end with a decision that would have
made Judge Judy proud. I don't
know who won the fourth game;
everyone was too afraid to yell
BINGO. The final game was the
one where you have to cover the
~

'-'

entire card. There I sat with .every
space filled except one. I said out
loud, "~11 I need is 0-65." Would
you beheve that the next number
called was "0-65?" The fix.was in.
The moral of the story is that .
Krista with a "K" is going to Key
West, Jared will give his roommate
his winnings to salvage their friendship, my wife received an NSU .
sweatshirt from the Nova Bucks
Store, ·and the fix is in at Bingo
Nights at The Flight Deck.
Bingo Nights are held every
Wednesday night at 6:00 p.m. For
one dollar, you can purchase four
Bingo cards for five games of Bingo,
a soda, and a candy bar. The Flight
Deck awards over $500 in Nova
Bucks each night, which can be used
to purchase NSU paraphernalia in
t~e Student Life Office, attend conferences, join trips, take singing or
guitar lessons, or purchase food at
The Flight Deck. Come out and join
us every Wednesday and watch the
fix in action. ·

Game Time ·
Fompage3

He looked a bit scruffy, but he still
joked with the crowd and seemed to
be having a good time. ·· I got his autograph and some good pictures of
him. Next Tom Arnold appeared. He
was quite jovial and not only signed
my program, but posed for a picture
as well. Soon TV's Benjamin Bratt
("Law & Order") emerged. He also
joked with the crowd and seemed to
be enjoying himself. Jim Breuer soon
followed ("Saturday Night Live'' and
"Half Baked") and I kind of felt sorry
for him. He was in a good mood,
joking with the crowd, signing autographs, but about every three minutes
someone would do a "goat-boy" impersonation. He remained cheerful,
but you could tell it was getting to
him. You could see in his eyes, he
knew this character would follow him
forever. No matter where he went,
including when the media interviewed him, people mewed at him
like a goat. Daniel Baldwin came forward and I forgot all about Jim Breuer
and goat-boy. Daniel was by far the
friendliest of all the celebrities. He
stayed in one place to talk with the .
crowd and this made getting to him
difficult. However, it was well worth
it. He took pictures and joked with
every fan as well as answered questions about upcoming projects and
the whereabouts of his family. He
seemed to have a great time. I think
only one of the football players
signed autographs, but it did not really matter to me. I was there for the
Hollywood celebrities.
The game started eventually.
With some weird turn of events, including an extra inning "just for the
fun of it," the Hollywood All-Stars
walloped their opponents. The Football players had no field skills and
their hitting was below par. By the
time they. finally started to show some
ability in the sixth inning, the game
was already lost. The Hollywood
All-Stars \YOn the game with a score
of 14-to-4. .It was a real blow out,
but exciting nonetheless . . I got to
meet celebrities face-to-face and get
their autographs; it was definitely
worth the $10 donation.
~

•

Love Jen Festival
by Angel E. Sanchez
Editor in Chief
On Saturday February 6, the Family and
School Center of Nova Southeastern University
held its eight annual Love Jen Festival. This festival benefits the Di'maggio's Children Hospital. This year the festival had a great tum out of

The ever popular petting zoo al Love Jen

parents and their kids. Kids had a change
to ride ponies, a little train, see bird wild'~
.... ;....
w·"'
life., paint their faces, make dye shirts,
play numerous games, see different performers on stage, eat great food, and overWhoopee!!!!!!!
all have a great time. This festival allows
for families to spent some quality time
,..----------------""'iM"l'""\'-1 together and reestablish their family
l
ties with one another. The weather
was great, the sky was clear, the sun
was shining beautifully, and it made
this event very pleasant one. It was

Nova student 1· Brian Korus and Travis Hensley walking out of the Nova tent

The kid 1· day out

very encouraging to see the different clubs and organizations from the NSU family participating and
volunteering for this great event. This shows us
that we can work together as one to promote NSU
to the rest of the world . Moreover, many other volunteers from the tri-county area helped make this
a great success. This event was established in
Memory of Jennifer Masi in August of 1991 . Jennifer was a student from University School at Nova
Southeastern University who lost an 11-year battle
with cancer.

..
Super Bowl XXXIII in the FlightDeck
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Sausage & Egg Breakfast Sandwich
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Davie location only. Valid with coupon only.
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Chesseburger Deluxe
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Davie location only. Valid with coupon only.
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Greek Relations .cmti1i1 11111'1 )
by~~cv~1.~t.nt

To my und~r~tanding, in recent
years the fraternities on campus have
not seen eye to eye. In the past there
have been mixed feelings of hostility and competition between Theta
Delta Chi, Beta Theta Pi, and Sigma
Alpha Mu. While talking to alumni,
they were interested in creating a
sense of unity between the fratemities and minimizing the problems of
the past.
I am happy to report that I have

~e~~7;~:~~~;

:~~~:s:t~~:
to:~
ever, there is still healthy competition among the fraternities. For example,-when Theta played Beta in
intramural volleyball the amount of
support from both fraternities, Delta

>

;~o~~:~~i:,:~p:~n-r::~:~~~~ .·j,.t?mp1;1geJ
Otffl~Hi·
1rdi~~il~~f
· · . . . .···· ..· · .·. - .· ,. ··. ... ·.·.· .... .···.·.·.· ·..

petitive game, but in the end we all
shook hands and had a couple of
·laughs.
Another improvement is the support for each other. I have noticed
that thi~ year when a fraternity plans
a function, a good amount of Greek
members show up and back the
event. A perfect example was the
B~ta Halloween Party.
I am very excited to see the improvement in the relationships be1
~:;::; io%!~~ {~a:::~~e~o! :~
rest of the ye~r goes especially with
Greek Week nght around the comer.
On a final note, I would like towelcome Sigma Alpha Epsilon to our
community.

On.a final note, I would like to welcome
Sigma Alpha Epsilon to our community.

· · .· ·· .. ..
.. .. ..
Pre::Med so~lity >< ·.. .· .. . . ........... . .·. .... > ..•. ·•· . . . .......... . . . . .· .. . . •• ·.·• ·.· ·•· .•. ·•· .·
.> The fitst'tiieeting 'Aiill !,¢ held ~!\Ja~: # ; 1999 arS)Qprtijti Pl;A 6. Please ~ol:itact Renee at> .

<

tll[mor¢MonI)lltjriJ1:

preme~@pol:1n~:noy~:~~u
·. P.$y~holijgy 9Jli .
.·. ·
. . .· _. ·. .
.. . .
Meetfogs are held e;ery otller ~ilnday 11t~ p.m.;si;it'ting obtober)6;iri Jhetilii#Peck;s
greenroom. Pieaseco11ia~tMichel~at(954)2t1·976:ifbr:moreirifonnadon/ ·

· · • .Reshlentstudent;A.ss~ciatilin(RSJ\) .

Goodwfn

..... , . .

M.¢~~iig$ ate neld simd~ys i\l tliei
R,esidence}ra:u
1enii1fe( atwi\itesel@po!aris:nova,edu for.mbre informaii6Jl:
.·>spanishanddtinStuiient:Assocjatio~(SALSA) .·· ·

..

classroohl at9:1s·p;in; c;9ritact<:

1

· ··· ·arid•11L~t::~::;:t:sl:t:11i;J:f:i::z•: ;:.:.•2!W:t1t:tf!r:1:1:ri11::1:~•· · · · · ·
. roftnore information; '
· · · · · .·· · · ·
.·. ·· · · · · · · · · · ·· · · · .·.· · · · ·
_. ·. SiginaAipha: ~i( _·. ·..
· · • ihj(orgariizatio11is~sQciaLfrafotliity>Contactf.dama:t6~ns?na@po1ari;;noyi1;¢d11loilliore ·
·
····· ·· · · ·· ··· · ·.
·· · · ·
·- .
·

*•ljyo~r: dub or ·6rgar1ijatidn is :hot listed or if}mi woWdlike# cfianil ~rc/dd•.• .
anything to the above 1iiffr.mati6n;ple41e. ~(>ntactAipsan:at
tliekriight@polaris,no.va;edit
.

.. .. ..

'

Get On the Bus.. .lt's Free!
'
For more Information, call 1-800 234-RIDE (7433)
- -· _or (954) 370-8307

South Florida
Education Center
Transportation Management
Association ~

.,
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Florida Con~Quest Fantasy ~~~~~~~-~~~
Sci-fi Gaming Convention
.:,

Florida Con-Quest is coming to room for Hackers and those that seem
town some.t ime around March/ to know computers and the Internet. We
April. A full weekend of fun games are still looking for more GM's and
and actives will include Live Ac- events to be run discounts will'apply.
tion Games by two companies, . You can contact us at 94.1-218-GAME
Barking Spider Production, and or 941-348-3333. The price for the
Dark Horizon. Do not forget the weekend will be $18 now and until 20
best of all Vampire & Werewolf. days to the shows date, and $25 at the
door. We still have food coupons availTournaments of all kinds Mox &
Lotus plus Boosters for Magic The ab_le on first come first" served, pay
Gathering. Legend Of The Five $2.50 for $5.00 face value to be used
Rings and a few more CCG's. Tour- in the hotel restaurant and bar. If you
naments for Battletech, 40K and have the means to jump online, stop by .
others. Tournaments for Nintendo and put yourself on our mailing list.
& Play Station. RPG's of all kinds You can find us on the Internet at Http:/
will be run and played. Door prize I w w w . a.n g e 1 f i r e . c o m I f 1 I
giveaways· each session from top FloridaConQuest/index.html Do come
game makers and other supporting out and join us for a weekend of ad- . ·
companies.A dealers room packed · -ventures. This show, we will be filmwith such a verity of games, gifts ing for our TV spot.
So, Come out and be a part, but
& clothes related to Fantasy & Sciwhatever
you do GAME ON! MsGirtty
fi. Video rooms with Anima, Fantasy, Sci-fi and Horror. New topic

Club Corner
l

, ft'om page 2

!.

4. DO NOT communicate in anger.
5. Reject the behavior, not the person.
6. Be clear and specific.
7. Probe for understanding with questions.8. Give criticism while the behavior is.fresh in both minds.
9. Be honest with yourself about your objectives.
IO.Show understanding of and empathy for the
receiver's situation (this is called "phenomenology").
· 11. Avoid communicating in superiority in knowledge,
power, or insight.
12.Be provisional if possible; qualify your observations.
13.Don't ascribe intent to the person's behavior.
14.Focus on behaviors that the receiver CAN change.
15.Don't overload the receiver with criticism to the
point that it becomes threatening or creates excessive stress.

~~~~~~~~~~

Campus Life Activities &Announcements
NSU "Knight Tiine" Radio:
Ever want the chance to become a
disc jockey? Here is your chance.
Come to our next DJ meeting on
Thursday, Feb 11th at 6 p.m. in the
Red Room, located in The Flight
Deck, 2"d floor of the Rosenthal Student Center. This meeting is open to
all students who are interested in
getting involved at our radio station,
88.5 FM. We always· need DJ's and
you may be the next person on the
. radio! No experience necessary-we
train you.
FREE SPEAKER: Kary B.
Mullis, 1993 Nobel Prize winner in
Chemistry for the invention of Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR), will
be speaking in HPD's Main Auditorium in the Terry Building,
Thursday, February 11, 1999, at
7:00 p.ni: Everyone is welcome . .

"Love and War" come to The Deck ary 20th. Events include a "Race Dessert Festival, N.A .T.U.R.E. 's
(2"d Floor of the Rosenthal Student Unity"Art Exhibit, Salsa and Fla- Coffee House, and a TGIF World
Center). Join CEC for the First War menco Dancing and Lessons;"Di- Music Night. Don't miss out on the
on center stage. Grab the microphone versity Talks," CommU!'JITYFair, fun . Check out our flyers for more
see ACTIVITIES on page 22
and give your best imitation of a wres- Interfaith Dialogues, International
tlu.T~mo~oon~ncingwres-~============================~
tier wins wrestling tickets. On
February 191\ travel around the
world through the sounds of music! International Night is sponsored by WNSU, the official
campus radio station. This event
will wrap up UNITY Week. On
February 26t\ Karaoke .Night
returns to The Deck. "I Got You
Babe?" Need we say more?
Stephanie Castonguay and Frank
Majnerich (from the Student Life
DESl(TOP
LAPTOP
Senior Staff) sing a lovely duet
PfNTIIJM 60 TO f 66
486 TO PENTIUM f20
that cannot be missed. Come out,
down a drink, grab the microphone, and sing one of your favorite tunes.

T.G.I.F.s' for February at The
Flight Deck: On February 12th,

UNITY WEEK is Here!
February tsth through Febru-11

STUDENTS & FACULTY

COMPUTERS /

L"J~~Jt (.JU~Jo1,· I 'JUI

COLLEGIATE COMPU~TERS

'

~,

..

I
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FACTS refute AIDS "There ·are two sides
''
lecturers' HYPE · to every story.
.

by Dr. Todd Miller
Contributing Writer

First, the criteria used to cliagnose "AIDS" in third world coun•tries, developed by the World Health
To Whom It May Concern,
: Organization (WHO), are very difThe "AlbS educators" featured in · ferent from the criteria used in more
your program, "Friendship in the Age : developed countries. The syrripof AIDS," were amusing, but it was toms used to diagnose "AIDS" are
too bad they presented misinforma- not unique from symptoms·seen in
. tion and wrong information, in addi- many other diseases endemic to
tion to omitting several key pieces of Africans, and due to the costs of the
information.
· antibody tests for HIV, these are
. The misinformation had to do seldom performed. Thus, "AIDS"
with the continual reporting of AIDS in third world countries is not
cases as cumulative cases, which now uniquely .distinct from other disamount to over 500,000 in the USA · eases that have lonK been rampant
since 1981 when the condition was in many of the countries (e.g., cholfirst recognized. This cumulative era,malaria and tuberculosis).
number allowed the comparison to be
Second, even if the estimates are
. made to deaths from several wars the accurate (that is, there are millions
USA has beeri involved in. No other . of infections allegedly transmitted
medical conditions are reported as sexµally), does this necessarily
cumulative cases. This method of translate to something that people
reporting creates the illusion that the in more developed countries should
epidemic is worsening, since the cu- worry about? People in third world
mulative numbers will always in- countries have many health probcrease.
lems, due largely to their living conIn fact, the number of annual new ditions, that those in wealthier counAIDS cases has been decreasing in tries do not need to be personally
the USA over the last several years · concerned about.
(see CDCs HIV Surveillance Report
Third, despite the estimates that
at http://www.cdc.gov). Part of this say HIV is spread predominantly
has to do with a change in the defini- heterosexually in third world coun:
tion of "AIDS" that went into effect tries, there is really no ev.idence that
on January 1, 1993, when thousands · this is the case in the USA (see the
of people iiterally got "AIDS" over- CDCs Surveillance report). This
night (since the new definition call~d - suggests that the estimate ofheterofor people with CD4 T cells less than sexual transmission in third world
200 being diagnosed as "_AIDS" countries is either wrong, or that
· cases, even if tliey had no other symp- ·there are other factors present in
toms). But the decreasing number of these countries that allow transmisnew cases is now probably reflecting sion to occur this way. In either
a genuine slowing of the epidemic in case, basing public health policy on
the USA (oddly enough, while other what is allegedly occurring in third
sexually transmitted diseases are in- world countries, while ignoring
creasing).
over a decade ofstatistics from our
More misinformation comes from own country, is ·questionable. Two
references made to global statistics on examples of wrong information
the epidemic. Statistics based on data from the "AIDS educators":
· from third world countries (where
1. An estimate of 1 million was
most of"AIDS" is supposed to exist)
used
for the number of HIV posiare subject to skepticism for several
see AIDS on nextpage
reasons:

'

.

from Candi to the three of us. Her
depression and envy were obvious
in an email dated October 18, when
she stated: " I am hot as fucking
happy as all of you. I do rtot see this
deep bond that you all have. I often
The author of "This is my life" feel left out of your stupid little jokes.
namely, Candice Darcey, claims that If I want to be in a bad mood or be
she is trying to lead her life honestly · depressed than I willbe." On Octo·and openly. Wny then is her article ber 19, she refers to herself as, "poor
filled wi~h lies, half truth, and slan- pathetic Candi who wanted to tag a
der? We wish to tell our fellow stu- long with them (Cristen, Ellen, and
dentstheactualeventsthatoccurred Stephanie)." She also stated, "I
on Saturday, November 14. 1t is as choose the wrong fucking school and
I'm a little ticked off. Even the profollows:
On Saturday, November 14, gram for my major sucks and they
Cristen Pensa, Stephanie Siravo, don't even offer what I want." Candi
and Ellen Diveris were listening to was seriously contemplating leaving
·
Nova well before
theradioinCandiand
Ellen's room. Candi
We are truly
any fight occurred .
disappointed in Before th_e fight most
stormed out of the
bathroom, walked
. _
.
of Candi's belongCandi for using ings had been
overto the radio, and
abruptly turned it off.
her sexual
packed up, ready to
.
.
_
be shipped home,
Stephanie got up to
tum the radio back
onentatlon as a and she was already
on. At that point
mask for what
applying to other
5'10" Ca?di grabbed really happened.
schools .. Also the
Stephame by the
_
_· ·
contents m these two
As soon as she emails clearly sugthroat and slammed
her head into the , brought up the
gest that Candi was
bunk bed.
5'0"
·
fh
distraught well beStephanie defended
issue O er
fore November 14.
herself by fighting
sexual
Her anger and desorientation we
peration ~ay be one
C~ndi _to_the floor.
It ts tinportant to
.
·
explanation for her ·
note that the attack by
;Were Judged
unprovoked attack
Candi on Stephanie
guilty by the
on Step~anie.
may have been pre11 e
The three of us
CO eg ·
support ~he rights of
meditated. Evidence
of this fact was
gays; lesbians, and
s~own in previous conversation minorities. In fact Stephanie shared
with Cristen regarding the fact that a bed with Candi on an October 31
Candi indicated she felt very ca- trip to Disney, full knowing Candi's
pable of beating up Stephanie. She : sexual preference. We are truly disappointed in Candi for using her
also expressed a desire to do so. It is in the opinions of these au- sexual orientation as a mask for what
thors that Candi was envious of a really 'happened._ As soon as she
friendship shared by Stephanie, brought up the issue of her sexual
Elien and Cristen. We are also of orientation we were judged guilty by
the opinion that Candi was de- the college. ·
.
'
pressed . .This opinion was formed
The college viewed the fight
due to the contents of email sent
by Cristen Pensa,
Ellen Diveris,
Stephanie Siravo
Contributing Writers

see NOT on page 22
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More Parking!! -! AIDS Facts
'Refuted

· Page 11

by Angel E. Sanchez
Editor in Chief

Furthermore, have you seen the
Cherry Trucks working around light jivm previous page
sex 'while he was drunk If indeed
poles around campus? WeU, to pro- tives in the USA. This number has . he was infected from a woman, he
vide safety in the university, NSU will been used for almost 10 years, re- would represent a group of AIDS
be installing cameras in all major mairiing constant. two published · cases (heterosexual female to male
walkways and parking lots through- · studies would suggest that this is transmission) that make up less than
out the university. Public Safety De- an overestimate. A study from the · 3% of the total AIDS cases.
partment will use this cameras to National Center for Health StatisFor comparison, less than 3% of ·
monitor all areas in the university 24 tics (Journal of AIDS 7(11): 1195, breastcanceroccuisinmen. Should
hours a day. This is a great asset to 1994) estimated that there were we have a public policy encouragour campus and will make NSU a about 550,000 HIV+ people in the ing men to be screened for breast
safer place to go to school soon. Com- USA "household population". A cancer, arid should we have men get
ing in one of the future issues of The study from a CDC scientist pub- up and give seminars about how all
Knight there will be an article on how lished iri 1996 (American Journal men should be concerned about
the cameras work and the places of Public
·
breast canwhere they will be located. It is a H e a 1 th People should be aware that c_er? Alterna-'
great feeling to know that the univer- 86 5 64
( ): ~·
there is .a fine line between
· do
hvely, as we
sity is listening to students and is try- 1996) esti-·
" . .·
for breast
ing to make our college experience mated that .·
education and alarnusm. c a n c e r '
at NSU a pleasant one.
there were
should we di700,000 HIV+ people in the USA. rect our education campaigns toEven NBC Nightly News reported wards those most at risk (i.e., ho:~
..,..._ . ----rvr~· on March 10, 1995, that the gov- mosexu~l men, drug users and sex
QM
ernm~nt had overestimated this partners of drug users)? These are
BOOK From
·
1sl\
number
and that the new estimate several examples of inaccurate in99
'
l. 0 Ql. .
was
between
600,000 and 1 million formation and misinformation that .
~BAGS
-- .
CO cgll ·
(rather than 800,000 to 1.2 million). often come from "AIDS educators". ·
~Y st\o~ ..
The estimate of 1 million is prob- · People should be aware that there
ably too high; 750,000 would be ·. is a fine line between education and
,.tt~ ,.
'
more accurate.
alarmism. ·For the information
.,JI ~···"""-..~. ·--~:~·omitted by the educators, I would
2. Reference was made to the strongly urge interested people to
~
·
transmission of HIV from mother visit any of the following web sites
to child, and the figure of 40% was on
the
Internet:
http://
given for the odds of this happen- www.virusmyth.com, http://
ing in an infected mother. This fig- www.duesberg.com,
or
ure is at the high end of the range www.livelinks.com/sumeria/aids./
Merrill
that is usually reported (between html.
BDU
15% and 40%). In the study to.de:.
Yours,
termine ifAZT decreased the transTodd Miller, Ph.D.
CHOICE OF
mission from mother to child, the
Biochemistry and
CAMO, BLACK,
mothers who DID NOT receive
Molecular Biology
NAVY, GREEN, ,
AZT transmitted HIV only 25% of
OD, URBAN, ~l'IIIL.-ri!V
the
time (while those receiving the
PS - Note I am not saying safe
SKY BLUE
drug only transmitted 8% of the sex is bad, only that there are plenty
N. LAUDERDALE
DAVIE
time). Studies showing higher rates of other reasons to practice it, pri1701 SOUTH STATE RD . 7
4130 DAVIE ROAD
of transmission are often from third marily pregnancy and the more
Between Commercial & McNab Rd
Downtown Davi;
world countries, where other fac,. common sexually· transmitted dis(954) 973-6289 .(954) 584-7227 ~~
tors, once again, inay be more im- eases (that account for over 99% of
SAWGRASS
MILLS
~
ACROSS FROM THE
~ '9':=:,;;;,,
portant.· ·
all cases of sexually transmitted disFinally, we were led to believe eases (that account for over 99% of
[{"(I . t.Cl4,!!. ~
that Joel got his HIV+ status by all cases of STDs).
~
having _unprotected (heterosexual?)

The Nova Southeastern Admin.a.
istration and Public Safety Depart- -·
ment has heard all students in regards to parking problems throughout' the University. Solution? In the
next couple of weeks, the Parker
Building parking lot will have more
parking added to it. Each parking
space will be decrease by 2 feet.
Originally each space is 9 feet wide;
thus, it will be reduce to 7 feet. This
will a,llow for more parking spaces _
to be added and more vehicles will
be able to park in this lot. This same
procedure was done in the Health
Professions Division Parking lot
recently and has relieved the parking struggle in this area of NSU
·
Main Campus.
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Rent It! "Slums ·
of Bever\y'Hills,":
RiCh in Talent
'

by Deana Daneau
Entertainment Editor

~

~

'. - Lyonne's portrayal of Vivian is
· fresh, sensitive, and enjoyable. Joining her are: Marisa Tomei as the
It is 1976; a high school fresh_pregnant, drug addicted cousin
man regretfully experiences the
- (Rita) who comes to stay with the
hyper-development of her body as
family and teaches Vivian a thing or
her financially challenged family
two about womanhood; Alan Arkin
moves, like nomads, to another low
as the down-on-his-luck father
rent apartment complex on the hem
(Murray) who is supported by his
of Beverly Hills. While father
brother; David Krumholtz as the
Murray, with children in tow, is in
very funny pot-smoking, actor and ·
search of happiness and good
older brother (Ben); and Vivian's
schools, young Vivian Abramowitz ··
Charles Manson obsessed love inlearns about her burgeoning sexuterest (Eliot), played by Kevin
ality and the. value of her family
Corrigan. Carl Reiner, Rita Moreno,
along the way.
and Jessica Walter also make apSlums of Beverly Hills is a
pearances in the film.
witty and precocious film from first
Although the cast seems to hold
time writer7airector Tamara Jenkins
their own, Jenkins' script and direc(Robert Redford took on the execution evoke the, vulnerabilities ofher
tive-producer role), and consists of
characters with realism and ease
an incredibly talented cast. Natasha
(Not a surprise when it's been said
Lyonne plays the lead, Vivian,
that Slums is somewhat autobiowhose fully developed breasts rep, graphic~} for Jenkins). As for direcresent everything that seems to be
tion of photography, ma_n y well
dysfunctional in her life (i.e., they
framed shots- specifically those
resemble those of her absent
symbolizing Vivian's.insignificance
mother; a neighbor suggests that big and inability to commit to anythingbreasts make one look cheap).
adds to the overall feeling of the
film. Stylistically, some notice~ble
match on action cuts are u~ilized
and done well (two important
scenes are joined together effectively with this technique).
In the end, Murray's oft
spouted motto: "Furniture is tern-'
porary, but education is forever,"
resounds with a deeper truth for
Vivian than her father could have
ever wanted. For in the summer of
1976, Vivian learns that what she
has- an atypical family, big breasts,
and all- helps make her who she
is and who she wants to b.e.
Though the money Il).ight'be tight,
her C-cup still .runneth over. Slums
of Beverly Hills is funny, touching, and at times, familiar to us all.

IN MANY COMPANfES IT TAKES YEARS
To PROVE You CAN LEAD ...

,:

WE'LL GIVE You 10 WEEKS._.
Ten weeks may not seem like much time to prove you're_capable of being a leader. But if
you're tough, smart and determined, ten weeks and a lot of hard work could make you an .. ()fficer of Marines. And Officer Candidates School (OCS) is where you'll get the chance to prove
you've got what it takes to lead a life full of excite~ent, full of chall~nge, full of honor Anyone
can say they've got what it takes to be

a lea·der,

we'll give you ten weeks to prove it. For

.

more information call 1-800-MARINES,
or contact us on the Internet at: www.Marines.com
.

Marines ·

The Few. The Proud.
MARINE

OFFICER
~

---·
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MobileComm®
is offer·i ng our "Best Value Ever!"
__ Bring in our Co~petitiors Beeper
and we will Re-Connect it for:

. Only -

50
·Monthly -

New Service Only

Includes ''FREE'' Voice Mail!
Free Connection
Activate an -Ad.v isor with Numeric Service & Receive

--==.

'

·,

-_.F = F=c I
Sports • Entertainment

~

Financial

(Information service provided by Dow Jowns) .

-

CALL 1 800 683 7243 EXT.173
Connect
a friend and receive o.~ne
· month FREE credit on your account.
• While supplies last
Certain restrictions apply on trade-in. (must be in working condition)! Three months service required-Taxes not included. ...

Visit our Store Locations • Monday_- Friday: 9:00a.m. - 5:00p.m.
Kend·an
N. Miami ·Beach
9533 ·SW 40 St. - 12440 Biscayne Blvd.
_(305) 228~36'55 - (3,0 5) 895-8055

Hollywood -Ft. Lauderdale
.
593~_Pembroke Rd~ ·6318 ,N.W 9th .Ave. ·~
_(9.54). 458~?673 . (954) 4924265
-_
.
,_
.

.

'
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INVOLVED

- FOR MORE INFORMATION, STOP BY STU.DENT LIFE OR ·

C-ALL EXT.-7283~

WHO WAS THE l

5

T

PRESIDENT OF NOVA SOUTHEASTERN UNIVERSITY? GIVE YOUR ANSWER

TO FRANK MAJNERICH AT THE FLIGHT DECK ON FRIDAY, FEBRUARY

P.M.,

12, 1999, ·AFTER 5:00

DURING T.G.I.F. THE FIRST MEMBER OF THE NSU COMMUNITY TO GIVE THE CORRECT~
ANSWER WINS

100 NOVABUCKS!

.I
"'
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TUTORING
SCIENCEAND MATH .
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LEAVE NOTHING TO
.CHANCE

'

,Free Radio
+ $1250
•

. l,...

Including:
Biology, Chemistry, Physics,
Organic, Calculus, Cell, ancl
Biochem.
'

CoM_e ntor

: <::ileappp .

Fundraiser open to student
groups & organizations. Earn
$3-$5 per Visa/MC app. We
supply all materials at no cost.
Call for info. or visit our website.
Qualified callers receive a FREE . Baby Boom Box ..

. ~ecovering 'fJatient
~eeks
'5ome care
-

.,ta,s C,las c2\rea .
Jlexible· ~ours
$12.00/hour·

W alentineS
c8)ap
r::Jfrom the
.GKn(!Jltt

Call (954) 537-3630

1-800-932-0528 x65
www~ocmconcepts.com

(305) 448-1995.

-·

FRATERNITIES SORORITIES AND
STUDENT GROUPS .
EARN $1,000 - $2;000

With Easy 3~Hour CIS Fund
Raiser Event.
No Sales Required.
Fund Raiser Dates Are Filling
Up,So

CALL TODAY.
CONA'I1A(~'l' llOHEll'l'

f;'J.JlND EllS:
(UOO) 5(j7-(j2L17

.Las ·veg~s
Nevada3 DAYS & 2 NIGHTS ·
FOR QNL Y $49.00
-

LIMITED SPACE
AVAILABLE

CALL 1-goo-2os-g411
EXr.,gs

•

•

COkPUTER SALE.
·Dell Computer $369;Pentiuml00 with
Internet Access, MS Word, MS Works.
-HPVectra Computer $369; Pentium 75
with Multimedia, Internet Access,
MS Word, MS Works.
-Compaq 2200 Computer $489; 180mhz
with Multimedia, Internet Access, MS
Works.
-Toshiba Laptop $789; Pentium 120 with
Multimedia, Internet Access, MS Office.
-IBM 14" Monitor $99
-IBM 15" Monitor $149

··MCAT
INTENSIVE REVIEW

NEED TIME FOR FINALS???
. · YOU GET11111
IT DOESN'T GET ANY EASIER ...
OUR REPS . MAKE BETWEEN
$500-$1000/WK
WORKING 12-5 OR 6-fO.
IF YOU KNOW YOU ARE
A TALENTED SALES PERSON,
. PLEASE CALL!!!
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY.
WILL TRAIN.
WE ARE LOCATED AT
4801 SOUTH UNIVERSITY DR.
(954) 434-4387

•

~

~~~ _.,~.--~
"''~· . .,.~o~ ·~
·i

''Leave nothing to chance"

1:

CoMentor
(305) 448-:-1995

·~

n~l

~~·....-tlJ"~o
,,,..............,6

_,,t<.,
...
t c ...........
~ ·

..&

c1so..

Science and Math
tutoring available. ··

For info. call
Jose Harvin:(305)682-1907
Fax:(305)682-1774

BAHAMAS/DISNEY

..................... ...

Taught by Physicians
from scratch.

•

Ir'¥'¥'¥

REEDED .
PROOrERS/READERS
TO PROOF/ED IT SHORT
STOA I ES
TO SERVICE BROWARD AREA
ENGLISH/JOURNALISM MAJORS
, A PLUS

~
I.,

~
~
~
~

~

SEND RESUMES TO:
(305)861-3370

•

For as little as $25,
the gift of a U. S. Savings Bond will ~
be around after other gifts are
~
opened and broken. So start buying ~
U.S. Savings Bonds where you
~
bank or at work through your
employer's payroll savings plan.

1

.

~ . Call toll free: 1·800-4US BOND
~
(1-800·487-2663).
~
~
~
~

U. S Savings Bonds.

~ The Gift of a Lifetime.

:

•

~
~
~
~
~

.,

,.,
.

,vww.savingsb<mds .gov
.
Tak

0
~~

A~

SAVINGS ·~·
SBONDS

_

(I)
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SENATE
MINUTES .
SUNDAY, JAN~ 31
Meeting started at: 2:33
-Roll Call: Rolando, Joe, Trav:is, Christa, Sherri, Jessica.
Arik and Danny proxy their votes.
Brad Fatout resigned from his position.
-Minutes for 1/18 and 1/24 were read and passed.
-PR Committee and LDC need members. Rolando joined PR.
·
-Proposals:
Pre-Med: Proposal for 5 e·-board members.
They will be presenting in front of several thousands of people.
They have raised funds, and they have been given some funds from
the American Health Association. Nova's abstract has been chosen
. to be presented.
.
One of Pre-Med's goals is to inake every NSU student and Nova
Alert people CPR certified for free.
· Proposal was voted on and passed. Votes: 6-1-1
-Beta Theta Pi: proposal cannot be presented because they did
not tum in receipts for last party .
-Unity Week Committee: Proposal for $2,545.00
Unity Week will take place form Eel;,. 15-19.
Votes: 8-0-0 Passed.
-Alternative Spring Break: not present at meeting. Motion to
table proposal: 5-0-1.
·
-Indian Student Association (ISA): petition and proposal for $300
for a picnic on Feb. 13.
·
· Votes: 3-1-3 Proposal denied.
Interviews:
-Commuter Senator: Shawn M. VP -of Sigma Alpha Mu.
-Non- traditional Senator: Scott. PR chair, member of Theta
Delta Chi.
-VPJ- Cristina Groschel. OSB member.
Motion for a close d vote: 6-0-0.
-Shawn: 6-0-1
-Scott: 7-0-0
-Cristina: 2-3-2
Shawn and Scott were approved. Cristina was not
elected.
-Constituency Reports:
-Freshmen meeting: first
week after Spring Break.
-International: picnic
held on Sat. had a good turnout. See report for details.
-Committee Reports:
Scott will join LDC.
. -Meeting Adjourned at:
4:02
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DO VDU HAVEAS!HHA, -.
Volunteers are needed to participate
in a clinical research study
to evaluate an asthma medication.

Participants must be

·* 12 years or older*

.
*Suffering from mild to moderate
asthma and using asthma
medication* ·
*Non-smokers*

Receive study related medical care
and compensation for your time. _
Kathryn Eisermann-Rogers, M.D.
Susan V. Benenati, M.D.
Maritza Navarro, M.D.
For Info. 'Call (954) 430-6026

__ ,..;..:_

#QAra~a
ITALIAN
RES'".l"AURANT
i,t...:a:.W I A4 i :S.i SJ IR

A PERSONAL MESSAGE

!\fter S :,·ondnful _rears Al and his fi11111l_,. ••"C1•11 £t> tl•ank wu (or 11UJhng liS Hill
_\"O!ff Jamil)• restaura,u. Please Ci>IIIC bad ,1gain and_ b,· pan of ~rir familr , _,

NEW LUNCH -BUFFET

$495

12 NOON - 2 PM
Includes:
Salad Bar, 4 Hot Trays,
- Pizza & Beverage
We offer a 10% · discount with a student ID

By one dinner at
regular price and get
2nd dinner (equal or
lesser value) Half Off

Couple
Night

CATERING
FOR ALL
OCCASIONS

(Tuesday)

(not valid with Early Bird
or other offer)

2 Pasta
. Dishes for
$12.95

KIDS FREE MONDAY

Soup and Salad
Beverage Included

HAPPY
HOUR
2FOR1

12 and Under One Child per Adult

ONE Complimentary Glass of House Wine
with this ad (with a purchase of a dinner entree) Max. 2 glasses per ad

4-7 PM
10% OFF 4Senior Citizens

·:r

•
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Super Crossword

KING CROSSWORD
ACROSS
1 Moo goo
gai pan pan
4 - distance ·
7 Engrossed
11 Commotions
13 "My-Sal"
14 Inventor's
inspiration
15 Nary a
soul
16 Recede
17 Autocrat
18 Characteristic
20 Like that
22 Kinsey
subject
24May
honoree
28 Warmblooded
vertebrate.s
32 Skein

members
33 Remedy for
dry toast
34 Cartesian
conclusion
36Assess
37 Handed
out hands
39 Napless .
wool
41 Blackmail
43 Photo
44 Pita
sandwich
46 Stared

50Amahl's
night
visitors
53 "Eureka!"
55 Jeansmaker
Strauss
56 "Sad to
say .. . "
57 Incipient
cake?
58 Actor
Bogosian
59Tumed on
the waterworks
60 "Ulalume"
writer
61 Flamenco
cheer

DOWN

1 Desire
2 Stench
3 Hawaiian
resort area
4 The time
of your life?
5 Surveillance
6 Philatelist's book
7 It goes
from 1 to
10
8 Woodshaping
tool
9 Legume
10 Sailor
12 Fault-

finder?
19 Quaff at
Alice's
party
21 Gear part
23 Just over
II score
25 Competition
26 Villa d'27 Oboist's
silver
28 Fashion
29 Emcee
Trebek
30 Vegan's
no-no
31 Spotted
35 Swab
38 Take a
shot at
40 F.quip
42 Chaplin
persona
45 Mississippi
feeder
47 Round number
48 Maleficence
49 "Monopoly"
needs
50 Crop
51 Brewery
product
52 Hiatus
54 E·v idence
in the
Borden
case

ACROSS
1 Lovers'
quarrel
5 Nipa palm
9 Jose's house
13 Title for 57
Down
17 Barrel part
18 lytton
heroine
19 TV comedy
20 Iliad and
Odyssey
22 The little
Mermaid
23 Fulton's pride
25 Papal
vestment
26 Fitch's
invention
28 Oughtred's
1620
invention
30 German river
31 Sesame
32 Stammering
sounds
34 Look at
closely
35 "I'll- You In
My Dreams"
36 Stains
37 Marsh bird
39 "In Spain
they say-"
41 Summarizes
44 Joyous
46 Felt lntu·
itively
50 Ham itup
51 Jaffe or
Wanamaker
521bsen
heroine
2

54 Bring
disgrace on
55 Eat into
56 Darkens
59 Brings forth
lambs
61 Southwest
wind
62 Museum
commodity
63 Lanston's
1887
invention
65 Walton's
1860 floor
covering
67 Lincoln
Center
offering
69 One of the
Muses
71 French
painter
72 Nobel's 1866
Invention
75Westing·
house's 1868
contribution
77Thus far
80 Chinese and
Persian
81 intimidates ,
83 Cuddle
snugly
84-facto
85 Fails to
.
include
87 Western city
89 Some M.I.T.
grads
90 Cake topper
91 Solt saddles
93 Much-sought
outcome

13

14

5

96 Pilotless
group
airplanes
128 Mardi97 Daytime TV
DOWN
1 Play the
fare
guitar
99 British
prisons
2 Couples
100 River In
3 Declare
Scotland
to be true
101 Political
4 Communicastudent org.
lions
104 Remove the
invention of
rind
1928
106 Diminutive,
5 Bridal paths
In Dundee
6 Aggregate
107 Pepper or
7 Dill weed
8 Female
barley
follower
peacocks
108 Slate· .
9-Calloway
trimming tool 10 Minor
111 Bell's 1876
prophet
Invention
11 Zoo favorites
114 Ben
12 Pranks
13 Protective
Franklin's
resources
1780
Invention
140n117 The pea tree
(equivalent
118 Maelzel's
to)
1816
15 Negative
contribution.
quantity
to music
16 French
120-Moun·
school
tains; a
17 Glut
range of the
21 Snicker
Rockies
follower
121 Pierre's aunt 24 Worth
122 Malayan
27 Golf gadgets
29 Speaker's
outrigger
123 Emerald Isle
platform
124 Consumer
33 Shon drive
advocate
36 Tropical fruit
125 Play the lead 37 Hebrew or
126 Chinese
Arab
association
38 Baccha127 Splinter
nalian cry

Is

17

Is

9

110

'11

h2

40 Breathe In
41 Singer .
McEntlre
42 Moslem ruler
43 Ell Whitney's
1793
Invention
44 Portuguese
folk tune
45 Of a time
period
47 Hunt's 1849
invention
48 Flightless
bird
49 Suffix
meaning skin
51 Elected
official
53 Brutes
56-acid
57 Pianist Hess
581berlan .
country
60 Plumber's
tool
63 Hebrew letter
64 French verb
66 lonely
number?
68 Library
adhesives
70 Preoccupy
greatly
72 Mail slot
73Arliona
Indian
74 Female
sheep
76 Road map
abbr. (pl.)
78 Serl
79 Clothes
82Warm and
13

!14

comfortable
84 Computer·
screen
Image
86 More untidy
88 Wood sorrels
90 Drinker/Slaw
invention of
1928
92Tunisian
measure
94 Small jazz
ensemble
95 Stritch and
May
96 David
Copper1ield's
bride
98 Urge Into
action
100 Tour guide
and lecturer
101 RBI or ERA
102 French
painter
103 Point of view
105 January, to
Juan
107 Alan King, for
one
108 "The
Prisoner of

-

"

109 Feeds the

kitty
110 Peter or Ivan
112 Miss Ken
113 Harrow's
rival
115 Golfer's cry
.1 16 Ananias, for
one
119 Scott Jopll n
opus
Its

j16
21
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Sport
Cain's
Goal: :To Be
Successful
In All Her
Endeavors
by Salina Vavia

Sports Editor
Shannon Cain is announced as
the Assistant Athletic Director/Compliance/ Senior
_
Women's Administrator for
Nova Southeastern University.
Cain is now the educator and
enforcer of all NCAA Division II
rules and regulations, NAIA tule_s
and regulations, departmental rules
and regulations, and Student Athlete
Advisory Committee. Cain also responsible for Title IX issues, for student athletes and academics, and for
all female athletic teams.
Besides her administrative position, she is the Cheerleading coach
for NSU. "I do look forward to continue my workings with the (NSU)
cheerleaders and developing them
into a respectable university co-ed
squad," says Cain.
Cain has been successful
throughout her career. There is a
. force that allows her to triumph
through. "The main driving force for .
me as an individual is giving 120
. percent and performing at the highest level possible," states Cain.
Her experience is deep. Cain is
involved on committees within the
university-that addresses students'
needs and improving the campus
community. She was the Assistant
Director of Student Life for Campus Sports and Recreation and intern for Nova. The Atlanta Committee employed Cain for the Olympic
Games at the Georgia Tech Aquatic
Center.
Whether it is through coaching
or working in the Athletic Department, Cain uses one philo,,sophy.
"When I am able to have someone
come to me and tell me that I have
helped them in some way or made
their involvement or participation
enjoyable, then I am rewarded for
my efforts," believes Cain.

Sports ·Schedule
by Salina Vavia

Sports Editor
Wednesday, February 10
Baseball vs. Barry University, home@ 7:00 p.m.
Saturday, February 13
Baseball vs. Embry-Riddle University (DH), away@ 12:00 p.m.
Softball vs. St. Leo University (DH), home @ 1:00 p.m.
Women's Basketball vs. Palm Beach Atlantic College, home @1 :00 p.m.
Men's Basketball vs. Palm Beach Atlantic College, home @3:00 p.m.
Sunday, February 14
Baseball vs. Embry-Riddle University, away@ 12:00 p.m.
Monday, February 15
Women's Basketball vs. Florida Memorial College, home@ 5:00 p.m.
Men's Basketball vs. Florida Memorial College, home@ 7:00 p.m.
-Tuesday, February 16
Baseball vs. F.I.T., home@ 3:00 p.m.
Wednesday, February 17
Softball vs. Barry University (DH), away @ 2:45
- Friday, February 19
Baseball vs. Webber College, away @ 2:45 p.m.
Men's Basketball vs. Embry-Riddle University, away@ 7:30 p.m.
Saturday, February 20
~ Baseball vs. Webber College (DH), away@ 12:00 p.m.

Softball vs. Lynn University (DH), away @ 1:00 p.m.
Men's Basketball vs. Flagler College, away@ 3:00 p.m.
Tuesday, February 23
Men's Basketball- Florida Sun Conference Tournament/ First Round- TBA
Wednesday, February 24 _
Softball vs. Florida International University (DH), away @ 6:00 p.m.
Baseball vs. Trinity International, home@ 7:00 p.m.
Friday, February 26
Baseball vs. Palm Beach Atlantic College, home@ 7:00 p.m.
Women's Basketball- Florida Sun Conference Tournament-TBA
Men's Basketball- Florida Sun Conference Tournament/ Semi-finals~ TBA
Saturday, February 27
Softball vs. Edward Waters College (DH), home @ 1:00 p.m.
Baseb_all vs. Palm Beach Atlantic College (DH), home @ 1:00 p.m.
Women's Basketball- Florida Sun Conference Tournament- TBA
Men's Basketball- Florida Sun Conference Tournament/ Finals-TBA
OVER SPRING BREAK
Baseball: March 2 vs. Tampa, home@ 7:00 p.m.
March 3 vs. Tampa, home@3:00 p.m.
March 4 vs. Villanova, home _@ 7:00 p.m.
home@
7:00 p.m.
March 5 vs. Willjam
Patterson,
.
,.
.
'•

'.

'

~

Softball: March 2:6, Softball Spring Fling Tou~ament ,@ Columbus,_GA- ~BA

•
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Nova Southeastern University Sports Update
by Sa.l ina Vavia
Sports Editor

To keep the loyal Nova Southeastern University Knights' fans in
tuned to what their teams are doing.
· Here is a run down of games played
as of Monday, February 8.
Saturday, Januar:y 30
Baseball went up to Melbourne
to play Florida Tech to open their
season. The Knights lost due to a late
game rally by the Panthers, 6-5. Senior Ben Prill went 2-4 with 2 runs
batted in. Sophomore Chris Villano
also had 2 hits for the d,!y to go 2-5
with 1 run batted in. Junior Charles
Vaughn went 1-for-3 with a double
and an RBI. Junior Blake Paynter
pitched the first six innings for the
Knights and he stuck out 11 of the
27 batters he faced.

ference. Junior Tajuana Lee had a
game-high 19 points along with solid
_play on defense (8 rebounds and 1
steal) lead NSU. Junior Telesicia
Nash followed with 12 points, 6 rebounds, 3 steals,.and 2 assists. Junior Nitashi Ealey led the team with 9
assists and junior Shamel Carr led the
team in rebounds with 10.
Wednesday; February 3
Baseball went to Miami to pl~y
.the Barry University and_lost 23-9.
The Buccaneers had a team e_ffort
with 19 hits 01;1 the day. The Knights
did not go out quietly with junior
Ryan Pretz (2- for- 2, a double, an
RBI, and a RS) and fresh_man
Rolando Bello (2- for- 4) with a
double and 2 RS) led the Knights.

Women's Basketball wins up in
Babson Park against Webber College, 72-57, Junior Nitashi Ealey
scored 16 points and junior Tajuana
Lee had 13 points, 4 rebounds, 2 assists, and 2 steals. The victory places
NSU to be the FSC's top seed. The
Lady Knights next game is Saturday,
February 13 hosting Palm Beach Atlantic College at 3 :00 p.m.
Men's Basketball take another
road victory· against Webber College, 71-47. SeniorRobertRobin~on
· led the Knights scoring a game-high
19 points. Senior Sherard Hernandez
and sophomore Eric Windell scored
10 points each. Nova's defense was
solid all around, such as Robinson
and Hernandez each having 3 blocks
and allowing the Warriors only 5
field goals in the second half. Sec-

Friday, February 5
Women's Basketball dominated
Warner
Southern and came out with
Women's ·Basketball hosts
Flagler College and loses 60-54. Jun- another win, 63-42. Sophomore .
ior Tajuana Lee lead the Lady Heidi Turczynski lead the Lady
Knights with 14 points, 7 rebounds, Knights scoring a game-high 12 ·
and 2 steals. Junior Telesicia Nash points, 4 rebounds, 5 assists, 2 blocks
followed scoring 13 points and 1 ·and 2 steals. Team play was also key:
steal and Shamel Carr scored 10 freshman Meghanne Hickey had 9
points and a .game-high of 17 re- points and 3 assists; junior Tajuana
bounds.
· Lee scored 8 points, 6 rebounds, and
4 steals; junior Nitashi Ealey had 8
Men's Basketball traveled to points, 9 rebounds, 3 assists and 2
·
Miami to win against St. Thomas . steals.
University snapping a three-game
Men's Basketball wins another
losing streak, 71-62. Senior Sherard
Hernandez scored a game- high 22 close game at Warner Southern Colpoints and sophomore Eric Windell 1e ge, 78-76. Senior Sherard
had 12 points. Also, senior Robert Hernandez came through in the
Robinson and sophomore Andy Platt clutch hitting two free throws while
helped the effort with IO points each. less than 30 seconds remaining in
regulation. Hernandez rounded out
·
the game having 20 points, 8 reSunday, January 30
Baseball continl!ed their week- bounds, and 2 assists. Sophomore
end road trip to Lakeland to play Eric Windell trailed with 15 points
Florida Southern College. The Moc-- and 8 assists.
casins squad had 13 hits on the day
Saturday, February 6
to win 14-1. Senior Tommy Molina
Baseball
loses their home opener
scored Nova's only run with a solo
Florida
Southern,
9-0. Junior Charlie
home run in the sixth inning. Vaughn led the Knights hitting 2for -3 and junior Ryan Pretz had
Tuesday, February 2
NSU's
other hit. Next game for Nova
Women's Basketball headed
is
Wednesday,
February 10 hosting
down to Miami to take on Florida
Memori.al and won, 65-49. The vic- Barry University at 7:00 p.m. The
tory placed the Lady Knights into night game will be the first in NSU
first place of the Florida Sun Con- baseball history.

ond place NSU hosts Palm Beach
Atlantic College Saturday, February
13 at 3 :00 p.m.
As of Monday, February 08,
·1999
Season Records:
Baseball- 0-4 ·overall
Women's basketball-11-6
overall, 7-1 conference
Men's basketball- 16-11
overall, 6-3 conference
Note: Softball has not had any
games yet because their first two
games were forfeited and rescheduled, respectfully. Their first game
is this Saturday, February 13 at
home against
St. Leo University,
.
1:00 p.m.
'

Inspirational
Corner
by Salina Vavia
Sports Editor

With seasons just beginning
and other seasons going into postseasoh play, there is plenty of inspiration around. Still, if you find your..:.
self needing some more positive insight or maybe just a pep talk, here
are a few more sayings from the experts who know how to stay focused,
strong, and be successful.

~

"Slumps are 'like a soft bed.
They're easier to,, get into and hard
to get out th ere, ·
- Johnny Bench- Baseball
"It's only a ganie when you
win. Wheri you lose, it's hell,"
- Hank Stram- Football

"My attitude has always
been ... if it's worth playing, it's
worth paying the price to win,"
- Paul "Bear" Bryant- Football

"Serenity is knowing that your
worst shot is still going to be pretty
goo,
d"
- Johnny Miller- Golf

'"You're the only one who can
make the difference. Whatever your
dream is, go for it,"
- - Earvin "Magic"
Johnson:. Basketball

"Very. simple. Nothing will
work unless you do,"
- John Wooden- Basketball

.
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. Southeastern
.
.
..t
·U
. n1vers1 v
before all the world, we SAE, ··
have taken your boy and now we ·
give you back· A Man .."

· H ......

-William C. Levere .
-

· *For more information call Alex Miller at aoo-233·.1a·ss,
. ext. 339, or b-y email at phialex@msn.com

~
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NOT Guilty Side Speaks Out
ji-ompage ll

- .

started by Candi as an inexcus- some students have more rights than and the property directly adjacent to Square, we fully understand why it
able hate crime. They refused to others? What are your rights as a stu- it. Cristen and Ellen, two innocent is difficult for our fellow students
hear our side of the story, perhaps dent here at Nova, and do you feel by standers, have been placed on pro- to rise on our: behalf. However, what
bation until December 1999. These . will be the price cif indifference?
because they feared publicity from safe?
.
We are truly disappointed in the -punishments are a result of Nova's Will you be the next one falsely acgay activist groups> We were surprised and disappointed at Nova's · fact that a guilty person has gotten failure to get the facts straight. Is cused and judged at NSU? Is Nova
reaction to this incident. At NSU, it off scott-free and is attempting to Nova Southeastern a fine University a fine University or a sovereign naappears that one is found guilty of - leave Nova as a martyr, when in fact or a trip through the Twilight Zone? tion unto itself? You be the judge.
In a so~iety where student riots
crimes even though no court of law she is guilty as sin. Stephanie, a vicwould have done so based on the tim of the attack, has been b:mned were s·ilenced by gunshots, like Kent _
evidence. Knowing this: do you feel from the Goodwin Residence Hall State, Ohio ( 1971) and Tiennamin

Activities for YOU!
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details. Call Dayami at (954) ing soon on March 16 and 17.
262-7292 for more information.
Spring Rush: Phi Sigma Sigma
. Free Movies: All of your favor- recently pinned foui- new wonderful
ite movies are playing in The Flight _ladies and are starting their Spring _
c Deck Movie Theater every Tuesday Rush. Phi Sigma Sigma is looking for
and Thursday at 5 p.m. and 7 p.m. terrific women who want to get inVisit The flight Deck (located in the volved in campus life. On Feb 11,
Rosenthal Student Center) or call _ 1999, Phi Sigma Sigma wiB be meet262- 7288 for updated movie re- ing at The Flight Deck at 7 p.m. to
leases. FREE popcorn with every go Bowling. All interested women
movie. Check out our new movie are invited. Elections for new officsnack l}ar specials. Movies are open ers will take place on February
to everyone including families, fac- 18, 1999. They will be attending their
Division Conference on February 21
ulty, students, and staff!
and 22, 1999.
FREE CONTEST: You could
be a guest DJ_on NSU "Knight
To all BQPAlumni: The Nova
Time" Radio, 88.5 FM. - Email Southeastern University, Zeta Mu
WNSU at WNSU@polaris.nova.edu Chapter of BQP is wid,e ning its
and tell us why you want to be a disc Alumni contact base. We are very
jockey along with the names of your interested in met':ting and keeping our
five favorite bands. You could be on · local alumni informed of our activithe air, playing your favorite music . ties. If you are a BQP Alumni and
for millions of listeners. This con- you want to be involved in our
test is open to all NSU faculty, stu- chapter's alumni activities or simpJy -dents, and staff. You must be avail- want to know more about us, please
able Tuesgay nights from 9-10 p.m. contact us. You may call Norbert
Pratts, Chapter President, at (954)
Now Hiring! · Orientation 747-3941 or Fabio Moura, Alumni
Leaders are wanted for this summer. Chair, at (954) 438-8480 or (954)
Leaders receive a free three-credit 222-8784 (beeper). The Brothers of
i:.L dass at .NSU for the 1999 Fall Se- BQP, Zeta Mu Chapter hope.to hear
mester. Stop by the Student Life from you soon. •
Office in the Rosenthal Student CenIf you know of an activity that
ter or the Dean's Office in the Mail.,
you
would like printed in this
man Buiiding for an application.
column, please contact Alyspn at
--theknight@polaris.nova.edu.
Elections for the NSUSGA,
Clubs, and Organizations are com-
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Which one would you ch~ose?
The elephants? The whales? The clean air we breathe?
Maybe the choice isn't so clear. Maybe you'd like a way

to

keep them all.

Now the world's leading environmental groups are working together. ·To _find out how you can help, look for us at www.earthshare.org.

On, envimnment. QnUimple way to care Jot it.
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Earth Share
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.No Hass~eS, .No "'lorries,
No ·. ParK1N3 probLeMS aNd . No MONe~J .
TNAfS ·Rl(iNT, ITS . FREE' ·. FROM .· TIIE
FORT LAUDERDALE TRI-RAIL ..STATION · AND BACK.
-

.

.

Catch a free ride from the Fort Laud,rdale Tri-Rail station to campus .
· ~ · ·and back on the Free SFECITri-Rail Express Bus Service.
Discounted Tri;.Rail.passes are available to·students, faculty and staff of the South
· Florida Educa_tion Center (SFEC) which includes Broward Community. College· (BCC), .
· Florida Atlantic University (FAU), Florida International University (FIU), Mcfatter
Technical Center, Nova Southeastern University (NSU) and University of Florida (UF).

.. For more information, can 1-800~234-RIDI; ·.
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TGIF's for
February at
The Flight
Deck

THE SPATS by JEFF PICKERING

-,\..br

~

GcJLP
GUL'f'

\¥/

GULP

(;LURC,
0LU~&

GLUR&'

~\

\Vi:

HARoLi>, THE" RA~IO P~YlHOL061?1 ~Al'D
To LOVE YOUR-SELF, BUT TllAT t>Of::SN'T
INCLUDE l<l~~INf:r '(oUR%1.f ON THE LIPS!(

SLURP
SLU~P
SLuRP

~

'iLllllP )

p-

Retraction for
_Volume 9, Issue 8

Q,w~t1,t,

~-

~

Please note that in
the "American Reads"
article the writer was
Tara Moore and not
Marcela Martinez.

Do you need beauty or love advice?
Are you scared to -ask for help?

Hdf~~~I~'
H, ~ -~ -~ G-wNVW

' -~,~~«J

$356

,u,/,vt di~~~

MONTEGO BAY $566

~ltwt~.

PUERTO PLATA $495

PER PERSON
PER PERSON:

PER PERSON
All prices based on at least 3/eople
per room. Some fees an ·
departure taxes non included.

t

~G-WNVW
3301 College Ave.
Parker Bid. #332
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33314
gwnevere@polaris.acast.nova.edu

i'

fi ·

r~li
'· ·~-r(<ccA

*Lady Gwnevere is not a licensed psychologi~t
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February 12!li "Love and War"
comes to the deck. Join CEC for
the First War center stage. Grab the
microphone and giver your best
imitation of a wrestler. The most
convincing wrestler wins wrestling
tickets. February 19th Travel around
the world through the sounds of
music! International Night is sponsored by WNSU, the campus radio
-station. This event will wrap up
Unity Week. ,

PER PERSON

$443 :· ·

Editor in Chief
Angel E. Sanchez
Associate Editor
Kyle B. Washburn
Layout Editor
Piper Griff
Campus Lffe EditOr
Alyson Dion Sports Editor
Salina Vavia
Student Government Editor
Hunter Woolyhan
Website Editor
Tony Thomas
·- Chief Photographer
Victor Garcia
Entertainment Editor
Deana Daneau

February 51.ti Thank Goodness
It's Bingo??? That's right! Bingo
Mania has hit The Deck and we are
going to do it "Grandma Style."
The Best Dressed Bingo Player receives 100 Noya Bucks.

Advisor
Caroline Geertz/
Consultant
Dr. Chris .Jackson
SCO. Business Manager
Rocio de Ojeda
SC O. Associate Manager
.Jessica Rivera
-Business Departmeni Advisor
-' Prof. .James Dean
, The Knight Newspaper serves Nova
Southeastern's Farquhar Center for Undergraduate Studies from its office on the third
- floor of the Parker Building at NSU's main
campus.
The Knight is NSU's established vehicle for the transmissionof student reporting, opinion, and arts. All community members are invited to contribute anything they

tiiiib@H Travel~

Council on International
Educational Exchange

One Datron Center, Ste. 220
9100 South Dadeland Blvd
Miami, FL 33156
Phone:305-670-9261

February. 26 111 "I Got You
Babe?" Once again, Karaoke Night ·
returns to The Deck. Need we say
more? Stephanie Castonguay and
Frank Majnerich (from the Student
Life Senior Staff) sing a lovely duet
that cannot be missed! Come out,
down a drink, grab the microphone
and sing one of your favorite tunes.

1111•1 l•ttli~
desire to The Knight.
The Knight is readily available at several sites around the campus and the local
community, including the East Campus
site, the Oceanographic Center in Dania,
and the Davie-Cooper City Chamber of
Commerce .
Ad<;lress all ' distribution concerns to
Angel Sanchez, Editor in Chief, at (954)
262-8455.
The Knight is now also available
online.
The deadline for submissions for this
year's tenth issue is 29 February 1999. The
advertising deadline is 3 February 1999.
E-mail the Advisor at Internet address
"geertzc@polaris.acast. nova.edu" to find
out how you can become involved with the
SCO.

Disclaimer:
Editorials, commentaries, and advertisements expressed in this publication do
,not represent the views of the University
or its officials, The Knight staff or other
advertisers. Editorials, commentaries, and
advertisement~ reflect only the opinion of
authors. The Knight will not publish unsigned letters except in special circumstances, at the editors' discretion. The
Knight reserves the right to edit letters for
clarity, breyity, and accuracy.
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